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ABSTRACT Metamodels in lieu of time-demanding performance functions can accelerate the reliability
analysis effectively. In this paper, we propose an efficient collaborative active learning strategy-based
augmented radial basis functionmetamodel (CAL-ARBF), for reliability analysis with implicit and nonlinear
performance functions. For generating the suitable samples, a CAL function is first designed to constrain
the new samples being generated in sensitivity region, near limit state surface and keep certain distances
mutually. Then by adjusting the adjustment coefficient of CAL function, the CAL-ARBF is mathematically
modeled and the corresponding reliability analysis theory is developed. The effectiveness of the proposed
approach is validated by four numerical samples, including global nonlinear problem, local nonlinear
problem, nonlinear oscillator and truss structure. Through comparison of several state-of-the-art methods, the
proposed CAL-ARBF is demonstrated to possess the computational advantages in efficiency and accuracy
for reliability analysis.

INDEX TERMS Active learning function, radial basis function, reliability analysis, metamodel.

I. INTRODUCTION
Various uncertainties widely exist in real structural engineer-
ing such as aerospace equipment, mechanical component
and civil structure [1]–[4]. Reliability analysis is an effec-
tive way to address these uncertainties and ensure structural
safety [5]–[10]. In general, the reliability analysis is to
calculate the failure probability using the limit state func-
tion (LSF) and probabilistic information of random vari-
ables. At present, considerable reliability analysis methods
have been developed to estimate failure probability. The
first-order and the second-order reliability methods (FORM
and SORM) can acquire failure probability by approximating
the LSF around the most probable point (MPP). However, the
computational error of these reliability analysis methods
tends to be unacceptable for highly nonlinear and/or implicit
functions. Monte Carlo Simulation [11] (MCS) provides
a powerful and robust alternative to evaluate the failure
probability whether the performance functions are implicit
or explicit. Nevertheless, owing to its statistical principles,
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MCS requires enormous evaluations of performance func-
tions and thereby leads to prohibitively expensive compu-
tational costs, especially for complex engineering with low
failure probability.

Under the circumstances, to decrease the expensive com-
putational cost, metamodels (or surrogate models) combined
with MCS have been emerged and widely applied in reli-
ability analysis [12]–[14]. The classic metamodels include
artificial neural network (ANN) [15]–[17], support vector
machine (SVM) [18], [19], Kriging model [20], [21], radial
basis function [22], [23] (RBF) and exponential surrogate
model [24]. Among them, as one of accurate interpola-
tion methods, RBF can efficiently deal with high dimen-
sional problems with exponentially converge rate [25]–[27]
and the Gaussian function-based augmented RBF (ARBF)
is one of the most widely used RBF, which can make
full use of all the samples and possesses potentials to
accomplish an accurate approximation [28]. So it had
been widely applied in reliability evaluation and design
fields [22], [25]–[28].

Apart from metamodel selection, the samples generation
strategy is another critical part to ensure the accuracy and
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efficiency of metamodel for reliability analysis, because
appropriate sample sets can acquire more accurate descrip-
tion about LSF. At present, samples generation strategies
are usually classified into two types, i.e., one-shot sam-
pling and adaptive sequential sampling [29], [30]. Compared
with one-shot sampling generating all samples in advance,
the adaptive sequential sampling generates one or more sam-
ples at each iteration with the guidance information pro-
vided by the existing samples and metamodel, which can
assure excellent samples distribution and therefore improves
the efficiency and accuracy of metamodel [31]–[44]. Active
learning strategy provides excellent approach to complete
the adaptive sequential sampling, which were widely applied
many fields such as global sensitivity analysis [45], remote
sensing [46], [47] and geostatistics [23], [48]. Most of
them require accurate approximations overall a certain lim-
ited region. Different from these fields, reliability analysis
requires an accurate approximation to the limit state func-
tion in the high probability density region [31]–[40], which
requires that the active learning strategy should generate
samples close to the limit state function in the high probability
density region [49]. As the core of active learning strategy,
active learning function plays the vital role in guiding samples
generation in each iteration [49]–[51]. However, only through
the existing active learning functions, it is hard to effectively
constrain the samples close to LSF overall the sensitive region
(the region around MPP as shown in Fig. 1) and keep certain
distances mutually, which may lead to poor sample quality,
inefficiency or inaccuracy for metamodeling.

FIGURE 1. Sketch of sensitive region.

To overcome the defects, to the best of authors’ knowledge,
the main challenge is how to generate samples conforming
to the following constraints: 1) region constraint: samples
should be constrained in sensitive region to avoid wasted
calls of performance function; 2) surface constraint: samples
should be close to LSF to improve the local description of
performance function; 3) distance constraint: samples should
be kept certain distances to enhance numerical stabilities and
global fitting precision overall sensitive region. Obviously,

the generated samples concurrently conforming to the three
constraints can acquire appropriate samples and accomplish
high-accuracy and high-efficiency metamodeling. To meet
these constraints and generate appropriate samples, it is
urgently desired to develop a novel active learning function
to achieve efficient and accurate reliability analysis.

In this study, to meet these constraints and generate
appropriate samples, a collaborative active learning (CAL)
strategy is proposed. In this CAL strategy, three control
functions (i.e., region control function, surface control func-
tion and distance control function) are first developed to
mathematically describe the three constraints respectively;
subsequently, to organically balance the influence of the three
constraints on generated samples, a unified framework is
further designed through a collaborative optimal function
(CAL function); finally, by adjusting the adjustment coeffi-
cient of CAL function, the appropriate samples (i.e., located
in sensitivity region, near limit state function and keep cer-
tain distances mutually) can be obtained by several stages.
Moreover, by fusing CAL strategy and ARBF model,
the CAL-ARBF metamodel is mathematically constructed.
The effectiveness of the presented metamodel are validated
by four numerical samples.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 investigates the basic theory of the presented
approach including augmented RBF model, CAL strategy
and metamodel-based reliability analysis. Section 3 validates
the developed method by four numerical examples. Some
conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

II. CAL-ARBF METHOD
A. AUGMENTED RBF MODEL, ARBF
Radial basis function (RBF) model is an exact interpolation
algorithm, which can fit the highly nonlinear performance
function with high fitting precision. As one important form
of RBF model, ARBF model can improve the adaptability of
RBFmodel in fitting complex performance functions. In view
of these virtues, the ARBFmodel is employed to construct the
metamodel in this paper. The basic principle of ARBF model
is introduced as follows.

For a given sample set X= (x1, x2,. . . , xi,. . . , xm), the RBF
model gr(x) is constructed by linear combination of m radial
basis functions:

gr(x) =
m∑
i=1

aiφ(‖x− xi‖2 , c) (1)

where ai indicates the expansion coefficient of RBF model;
φ(x) the Gaussian RBF function in this paper; ||x-xi||2 the
Euclidean distance from x to xi; c the shape parameter,
which holds a great influence on RBF accuracy. In this study,
the cross-validation technique is employed to obtain the value
of shape parameter c [22].

To improve the fitting ability of RBF model for complex
performance functions, an augmented function term gp(x) is
introduced into the above RBF model. The new ARBFmodel
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gar(x) is expressed as:

gar(x) =
m∑
i=1

aiφ(‖x− xi‖2 , c)+
p∑
j=1

bjgpj(x) (2)

where bj indicates the j-th coefficient of gp(x). p the num-
ber of augmented terms. Moreover, to address the underde-
termined equation problems brought by augmented terms,
an additional orthogonality condition is introduced:

m∑
i=1

aigpj(xi) = 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , p (3)

Then the corresponding undetermined coefficients of
ARBFmodel can be obtained by solving the following simul-
taneous equations:(

A G
GT 0

)(
a
b

)
=

(
g
0

)
(4)

where G is the matrix format of the augmented function term
Gi,j = gpj(xi) (i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , p); A the matrix
form of RBFsAi,j = Aj,i = φ(||xj−xi||2, c) (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m;
j = 1, 2, . . . , p); a and b the matrix format of ai and bj. g the
vector of the performance function values.

Noticeably, for structural reliability analysis with implicit
and nonlinear traits, the augmented RBF model possesses
the potentials to approximate the complex LSF accurately,
so long as the suitable and efficient sample set is provided.

B. COLLABORATIVE ACTIVE LEARNING STRATEGY, CAL
Since the sample set has a key influence on the accuracy
and efficiency of metamodel, in this subsection, a collabo-
rative active learning (CAL) strategy is proposed to generate
appropriate samples, which includes initial samples selection,
CAL function design and new samples generation.

1) INITIAL SAMPLES SELECTION
To provide some elementary information of performance
function, a small group of initial samples (n + 1 samples,
where n means the variables dimension) are first gener-
ated by deterministic selection technique [12]. Herein, the
i-th generated sample xi is expressed as:

xi = [xm1, xm2, . . . , xmi − f σi, . . . , xmn]

i = 1, 2, . . . , n (5)

where xmi means the mean value of the i-th input variable;
σi the standard deviation of the i-th input variable; f the
selecting coefficient whose value is chosen as 1.5, to seek
for informative samples around the mean values along the
axis xi [6], [12]–[14]. Together with xm, n + 1 samples are
selected.

To improve the space distribution performance of initial
samples, by using the above n + 1 samples and their per-
formance function values g, a new center point (NCP) with
good distribution performance is generated [6]. Together with
the above n + 1 samples, n + 2 samples are generated

and treated as the initial samples. Through the deterministic
selection technique, the stochastic fluctuations are eliminated
effectively and the initial samples are generated reasonably.
Moreover, the excellent space distribution performance of
initial samples can also provide a promising way to generate
appropriate new samples.

2) CAL FUNCTION DESIGN
To guide new appropriate sample generation, a CAL function
is proposed. The CAL function based new sample generation
sketch is drawn in Fig. 2. The basic thought of CAL function
is: in sample generation process, the sample constraints are
first decomposed into three sub constraints (i.e., region con-
straint, surface constraint and distance constraint) and mathe-
matically described by three corresponding control functions
(i.e., region control function, surface control function and
distance control function). Afterwards, to organically balance
the effect of the three constraints on samples, a collaborative
optimal function (CAL function) is formulated by collabo-
rating the three control functions into one unified framework
with an adjustment coefficient λ. Subsequently, along with
minimizing the values of CAL function, the new appropriate
sample xs are generated. The design process of CAL function
(i.e., region control function, surface control function and
distance control function, collaborative optimal function) is
presented as follows.

FIGURE 2. Sketch of CAL function in two dimensional coordinates.

a: REGION CONTROL FUNCTION
As shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, since the sensitive region con-
tains the LSF in the high probability density region, samples
is required to be generated in this region to avoid the useless
calls of performance functions. To constrain new samples in
sensitive region, the Euclidean distance ||xs-xMPP||2 (the red
solid line shown in Fig. 2) from the new sample xs to the
evaluated xMPP is employed. Moreover, to keep the data unity
in various problems, the Euclidean distance is transformed
into standard normal space. Then the region control function
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R(xs) is designed as:

R(xs) =

√√√√ n∑
l=1

[
(xsl − xml)

σl
−

(xMPPl − xml)
σl

]2
(6)

where xsl indicates the l-th component of the new
sample xs; xMPPl the l-th component of the MPP xMPP; xml
the l-th component of the mean value xm; σl the standard
deviation of the l-th input variable. Through adjusting the
value of the region control function R(xs), the new samples
shall be efficiently settled down in sensitive region.

b: SURFACE CONTROL FUNCTION
The MCS samples close to LSF are great challenges for the
accuracy of failure probability evaluated by metamodel since
the sign of them are difficult to evaluate precisely. More-
over, samples close to LSF contribute the most to the fitting
precision of metamodel. Therefore, samples are demanded
to be generated near LSF. By following this request, since
the existed metamodel gar(x) obtained with the existing sam-
ples can approximate LSF accurately to a certain extent, the
gar(xs) at the new sample xs is employed to develop the
surface control function S(xs), which is expressed as:

S(xs) =
m∑
i=1

aiφ(‖xs − zi‖2 , c)+
p∑
j=1

bjgpj(xs) (7)

m is the number of existing samples. Through minimiz-
ing the absolute value of surface control function |S(xs)|,
the new samples will be effectively kept close to LSF.
It should be noted that with the increase of samples iteratively,
the metamodel will achieve higher fitting precision to LSF
and thereby gradually improve the quality of surface control
function S(xs).

c: DISTANCE CONTROL FUNCTION
For evaluating the metamodel, samples overlapping or being
particularly close to each other would lead to numerical
instabilities and wasted simulations. In addition, to accurately
and efficiently accomplish metamodel overall the sensitive
region, the generated samples should keep a certain distance
and fill in the sensitive region as well. Accordingly, to keep
the samples distant with each other, the minimum Euclidean
distance ||xs- zi||2 (the blue solid line shown in Fig. 2) from
the new sample xs to the existing samples zi is used to develop
a distance control function D(xs). Similar to region control
function definition, the D(xs) is formulated in standard nor-
mal space:

D(xs) = min
zi

√√√√ n∑
l=1

[
(xsl − xml)

σl
−

(zil − xml)
σl

]2
(8)

where zil is the l-th component of the i-th existing samples
and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m. Clearly, with maximizing the value of
distance control functionD(xs), the generated samples can be
located distant with each other.

d: COLLABORATIVE OPTIMAL FUNCTION
Through the three independent control functions defined
above, the related region, surface and distance constraints
can be achieved respectively. However, each control function
can achieve a part of the samples constraints and cannot
determine the new samples alone. Therefore, the three con-
trol functions must be collaborated and compromised with
each other through a unified framework, to generate the new
samples.

On this condition, collaborating the optimization goals of
the three control functions by their pretreatments, a collab-
orative optimal function C(xs) is defined. To improve the
flexibility of C(xs), an adjustment coefficient λ is introduced.
The C(xs) is expressed as:

C(xs) = min
xs

[
λR(xs)+ (1− λ) |S(xs)| +

1
D(xs)

]
(9)

Equation (9) is the CAL function. The adjustment coef-
ficient λ is defined as λ ∈ (0, 1) to decrease the region
constraint to keep the distance between new sample to exist-
ing samples z. The coefficient 1-λ can decrease the surface
control function and thereby further enhance the role of λ
in Eq. (9). It should be noted that the optimal solution of
the CAL function is not the optimal solution of any control
function but the solution of meeting all the three control
functions as possible as it can, i.e., it can meet the three
control functions to a certain extent simultaneously.

At each iteration, the new sample xs can be acquired
through optimizing the CAL function based on theMCS sam-
ples or with non-gradient optimal algorithm such as genetic
algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm, artificial
bee colony algorithm, etc. [52]–[58].

3) NEW SAMPLES GENERATION
As shown in (9), within the defined interval, a large value
of adjustment coefficient λ can enhance the region constraint
and thereby keep the new samples located close to MPP,
whereas a small one can lead to the opposite results. There-
fore, through adjusting the value of adjustment coefficient λ,
the samples generation trends are controlled and new appro-
priate samples are generated to accomplish the approximation
iteratively. The samples generation process is summarized in
three stages:

a: NCP APPROXIMATION
Since the new center point (NCP) can meet the samples
constraints roughly, new samples generated around NCP are
more compliant with samples constraints, so new samples
are generated around NCP first by enhancing the region
constraint and regarding the NCP as MPP, to accomplish the
NCP approximation. Therefore, the adjustment coefficient λ
is defined as λ∗ ∈ (0.5, 1).

b: GLOBAL APPROXIMATION
To enhance the overall distribution performance of new gen-
erated samples, the adjustment coefficient λ in this stage is
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart of CAL-ARBF metamodeling.

set as (1-λ∗) ∈ (0, 0.5) to decrease the region constraint and
thereby new samples can be generated dispersedly around
MPP to complete the global approximation overall sensitive
region.

c: LOCAL REFINEMENT
Due to the decrease of the region constraint in stage 2,
the possibility of an inaccurate approximation around MPP
still exists, so local refinement around MPP is introduced by
increasing adjustment coefficient λ as λ∗ ∈ (0.5, 1).
The flowchart of CAL-ARBF metamodeling is shown

in Fig. 3 in detail.

C. METAMODEL-BASED RELIABILITY ANALYSIS THEORY
In this section, by integrating virtues of ARBF model and
CAL strategy, the CAL-ARBF metamodeling, the corre-
sponding reliability analysis theory, and the benefits of the
proposed approach are presented.

1) CAL-ARBF METAMODELING
Assuming that zini is the initial samples and gini is the cor-
responding values of performance function, the samples in
k-th iteration can be expressed as zk = (zini, x1, x2, . . . ,
xk ) and their performance function values are gkexi = (gini,
g1, g2, g3,. . . , gk ). Herein, the CAL-ARBF metamodel gkar
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in k-th iteration is established as:

gkar(x) =
m∑
i=1

aki φ(‖x− zi‖2 , c
k )+

n+1∑
j=1

bkj gpj(x) (10)

Then the (k + 1)-th surface control function Sk+1(xk+1S ) is
established as:

Sk+1(xk+1s )=
m∑
i=1

aki φ(
∥∥∥xk+1s −zi

∥∥∥
2
, ck )+

n+1∑
j=1

bkj gpj(x
k+1
s )

(11)

Similarly, according to the Euclidean distance
||xk+1S − xkMPP||2 and the minimum Euclidean distance
min||xk+1S − zki ||2, the (k + 1)-th region control function
Rk+1(xk+1S ) and the (k + 1)-th surface control function
Dk+1(xk+1S ) are constructed as:

Rk+1(xk+1s ) =

√√√√ n∑
l=1

[
(xk+1sl − xml)

σk
−

(xkMPPl − xml)

σk

]2
(12)

Dk+1(xk+1s ) = min
zi

√√√√ n∑
l=1

[
(xk+1sl − xml)

σk
−

(zil − xml)
σk

]2
(13)

Collaborating the Sk+1(xk+1S ),Rk+1(xk+1S ), andDk+1(xk+1S )
with (9), the (k + 1)-th CAL function Ck+1(xk+1S ) is:

Ck+1
(
xk+1s

)
= min

xk+1s

[
λRk+1

(
xk+1s

)
+ (1− λ)

∣∣∣Sk+1 (xk+1s

)∣∣∣
+

1

Dk+1
(
xk+1s

)
 (14)

By solving the optimization problem (14), the new sample
xk+1S is generated and the k-th sample set zk is updated as
zk+1 = (zini, x1, x2, . . . , xk , xk+1). Then the (k + 1)-th
CAL-ARBF metamodel gk+1ar (x) can be constructed corre-
spondingly.

With enough iterative calculations, an accurate
CAL-ARBF metamodel can be constructed finally.

2) RELIABILITY ANALYSIS THEORY
In this subsection, based on the constructed CAL-ARBF
metamodel and Monte Carlo simulation, the structural relia-
bility analysis is executed. To evaluate the failure probability,
a large group of MCS samples are first generated. Then
according to the k-th CAL-ARBF metamodel gkar(x) and the
MCS samples, the failure probability in the k-th iteration is
evaluated as:

pkf =
1

nMCS

nMCS∑
i=1

I [gkar(x
i) < 0] (15)

where nMCS denotes the number of MCS samples; I [·] the
indicator function, which is equal to 1 when gkar(x) < 0
and 0 when gkar(x) ≥ 0.

To control the iterations while maintaining acceptable
accuracy, the corresponding stopping criteria of structural
reliability analysis is defined as:∣∣∣∣∣pkf − pk−1f

pkf

∣∣∣∣∣ < ε (16)

where pkf and p
k−1
f the k-th and (k− 1)-th failure probability;

ε the termination number, which is a small positive number.
It set as 10−4 to ensure the accuracy of four significant
digits of the failure probability. In addition, due to that only
one sample is added into the sample set in each iteration,
the evaluation process may be terminated with a small sample
set and thereby lead to an inaccurate result. To overcome this
defect, aminimumnumber of samples (5n samples) is defined
to ensure the simulation accuracy. Once the stopping criterion
is satisfied, the final failure probability can be obtained in
stage 2.

3) BASIC BENEFITS OF CAL-ARBF
From the analysis above, the proposed CAL-ARBF meta-
model possesses potentials to accomplish reliability analysis
accurately and efficiently, the basic benefits of which are
summarized as follows.

1) ARBF model can adapt to the complexity of functions
and effectively use samples’ information, which provides the
possibility of enhancing approximation accuracy.

2) Stochastic fluctuations of initial samples are eliminated
by deterministic selection technique, which enhances the data
stability of the proposed approach.

3) Samples constraints are divided into three sub con-
straints, which simplify the complexity degree of generating
appropriate samples.

4) These sub constraints are mathematically described by
three control functions, which can effectively achieve the
corresponding sub samples constraint.

5) CAL function is designed by collaborating the three
control functions with an adjustment coefficient, which can
balance the influence of the three sub constraints on samples.

6) By fusing the virtues of CAL strategy and ARBFmodel,
the presented CAL-ARBF metamodel holds the potentials to
perform the reliability analysis accurately and efficiently.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, four numerical reliability analysis examples
are discussed to illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the
presented CAL-ARBF approach, including global nonlinear
problem, local nonlinear problem, nonlinear oscillator and
truss structure. Note that the theoretical performance function
problems (i.e., global nonlinear problem and local nonlinear
problem) are utilized to visualize the samples generation pro-
cess and CAL-ARBF metamodeling process, and the practi-
cal performance function problems (i.e., nonlinear oscillator
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FIGURE 4. Sample distribution with different adjustment coefficients (example 1).

and truss structure) are employed to validate the engineering
application of the developed CAL-ARBF approach. More-
over, to eliminate the influence of randomness on the valida-
tion of the proposed method, the initial samples are generated
by deterministic generation method; the same MCS samples,
which is sufficient to eliminate the randomness in sampling
techniques, are generated to perform reliability analysis. The
accuracy of failure probability is used as the accuracy of the
proposed method, and the number of design samples is used
to represent the efficiency of the proposed method.

A. EXAMPLE 1: A GLOBAL NONLINEAR PROBLEM
To demonstrate global nonlinear approximation ability of
proposed method in sensitive region, a global nonlinear prob-
lem overall sensitive region [14], [24] is used:

g(x) = 2− x2 − 0.1x21 + 0.06x31 (17)

where x1 and x2 are two independent input variables with
standard normal distribution.

To reveal the influence of the adjustment coefficient λ
on samples distribution and reliability analysis results, the
CAL-ARBF metamodeling is performed by using different

adjustment coefficients (i.e., λ∗ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9).
The samples distribution and reliability analysis results are
obtained in Fig. 4 and Table 1 respectively. Note that the
blue dotted line arcs in Fig. 4 represent the high prob-
ability density region, and the radius is determined by
max||xMCSi||2.
As shown in Fig. 4, a large adjustment coefficient λ is bene-

ficial to generating samples gathering around NCP and MPP,
whereas a small adjustment coefficient λ can keep samples
distant with each other. Nevertheless, in stage 2 (λ = 1−λ∗),
a too large value of adjustment coefficient (i.e., in Fig. 4 (a))
would lead to the new samples cannot fill the sensitive region
and may influence the computational accuracy, whereas a too
small value (i.e., in Fig. 4 (d)) will make some of the samples
out of the sensitive region and decrease the computational
efficiency. Therefore, the value of adjustment coefficient
should be limited as the proposed method does, especially
in stage 2. As shown in Table 1, despite the slight difference
in simulation efficiency, the simulation accuracy is similarly
high for this example, which shows the defined adjustment
coefficient value holds robustness in performing reliability
analysis.
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FIGURE 5. Metamodeling stages of CAL-ARBF (example 1, λ∗ = 0.7).

TABLE 1. Results of failure probabilities with different adjustment
coefficients (example 1).

To illustrate the CAL-ARBF metamodeling procedure, the
CAL-ARBF with λ∗ = 0.7 is introduced in detail. The differ-
ent metamodeling stages of CAL-ARBF are shown in Fig. 5.
Herein, the detailed metamodeling process is summarized as:

For initialization as shown in Fig. 5 a), it is clear that
the NCP is close to LSF and the metamodel is relatively
accurate around NCP, so the four samples generated around
NCP in stage 1 are more conforming to samples constraints

as shown in Fig. 5 b). Then the fitting precision is improved
iteratively, which provides more useful information for
generating samples overall the sensitive region. Therefore,
in stage 2, scattered samples are generated with decreas-
ing the region constraint and thereby the metamodel can
approximate the LSF accurately overall the sensitive region
as shown in Fig. 5 c). At last in stage 3, to further improve
the metamodel accuracy, local refinement around MPP is
accomplished as shown in Fig. 5 d). Obviously, the final
CAL-ARBF metamodel displays an accurate approximation
to LSF and the generated samples shows excellent space
distribution performance.

Based on the established CAL-ARBF metamodel and
MCS, the failure probability is calculated. The convergence
stages of failure probability and MCS samples distribu-
tion are depicted in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6, we find that the
CAL-ARBF metamodel can acquire an accurate result with
only 12 samples, which shows the proposed approach holds
the ability of acquiring accurate result efficiently. Moreover,
to further validate the computing advantages of CAL-ARBF
metamodel, Table 2 compares the results from the direct
MCS, CAL-ARBF metamodel in different stages. It shows
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FIGURE 6. Failure probability evaluation (example 1, λ∗ = 0.7).

TABLE 2. Result comparisons of failure probabilities (example
1,λ∗ = 0.7).

that CAL-ARBF metamodel can improve the approximation
accuracy gradually and CAL-ARBF metamodel in stage 3
holds the highest approximation accuracy.

B. EXAMPLE 2: A LOCAL NONLINEAR PROBLEM
To demonstrate the local approximation ability of the
CAL-ARBF metamodel, a local nonlinear problem is
employed [38]:

g(x) = x31 + x
3
2 − 18 (18)

where input variables x1 and x2 both follow normal distribu-
tion, whose mean values are 10 and 9.9 respectively and the
standard deviations of them are both set as 5. With different
adjustment coefficients (λ∗ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9), the relia-
bility analysis of this example is performed by CAL-ARBF
metamodel. The samples distributions and reliability analy-
sis results are acquired in Fig. 7 and Table 3 respectively.
Herein, the blue dotted line arcs in Fig. 7 represent the region
containing the MCS samples and the radius is calculated
by max||xMCSi||2.
Fig. 7 shows that a large adjustment coefficient can con-

strain new samples being generated around the NCP or MPP,
which can avoid the samples being out of the sensitive region
and thereby improves the efficiency, whereas a small value
can keep the samples being distant with each other and dis-
tributed uniformly along LSF, so it can improve the fitting
precision overall the sensitive region. Furthermore, we also

TABLE 3. Results of failure probabilities with different adjustment
coefficients (example 2).

discover that CAL-ARBF metamodel with all adjustment
coefficients (λ∗ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) achieve excellent sam-
ples distributions and precise approximations. Table 3 shows
that the results obtained with CAL-ARBF metamodel under
different adjustment coefficients can all hold high accuracy,
which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method.

To illustrate the metamodeling procedure, the CAL-ARBF
metamodeling stages with λ∗ = 0.7 is shown in Fig. 8 (4 extra
samples used to generate the NCP): Alongwith the increasing
of new samples overall the sensitive region iteratively, the
CAL-ARBF metamodel can accurately approximate the LSF
with local nonlinear characteristics gradually. The final meta-
model curve show that the proposed CAL-ARBF possesses a
high fitting precision for local nonlinear problems. Accord-
ing to the constructed CAL-ARBF metamodel, the failure
probability evaluation is performed. The analysis results are
depicted in Fig. 9. It illustrates that the CAL-ARBF meta-
model can achieve an accurate failure probability with only
20 samples, which shows its ability of performing reliabil-
ity analysis efficiently. Moreover, to validate the superiority
of CAL-ARBF metamodel, Table 4 compares the analysis
results from direct MCS, CAL-ARBF in different stages,
active refinement-based adaptive Kriging surrogate model
(AR-AKSM) [38]. It demonstrates that the CAL-ARBFmeta-
model in stage 3 holds the highest approximation accuracy
and local refinement in stage 3 can improve the accuracy
greatly.
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FIGURE 7. Sample distribution with different adjustment coefficients (example 2).

TABLE 4. Result comparisons of failure probabilities (example 2,
λ∗ = 0.7).

C. EXAMPLE 3: A NONLINEAR OSCILLATOR
To verify the moderate dimensional processing ability of
CAL-ARBF metamodel, a nonlinear oscillator with 6 input
variables is introduced as shown in Fig. 10 [35], [39], [40].
The performance function is expressed as:

g(c1, c2,m, r, t1, F1) = 3r −

∣∣∣∣∣ 2F1mw2
0

sin(
w0t1
2

)

∣∣∣∣∣ (19)

wherew0 is
√
(c1 + c2)/m and c1, c2,m, r , t1, F1 are regarded

as random input variables. The distribution characteristics of
them are illustrated in Table 5.

Through the CAL-ARBF metamodels under different
adjustment coefficients (λ∗ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9), the failure
probability evaluation of nonlinear oscillator is accomplished
(5 extra samples used to obtain NCP). The results are listed
in Table 6. It can be seen that all the results hold high
accuracy compared with direct MCS, which illustrates that
the adjustment coefficient has little influence on the computa-
tional accuracy for structural reliability analysis. By choosing
adjustment coefficient λ∗ = 0.8, the convergence stages of
failure probability are obtained in Fig. 11. It can be seen that
the CAL-ARBF metamodel can acquire accurate results by
about 40 samples, which shows that the proposed method
holds the ability of performing reliability analysis efficiently.

To demonstrate the superiority of CAL-ARBF meta-
modeling, several state-of-the-art methods are compared
in Table 7. It shows that the CAL-ARBF metamodel
holds the highest computational accuracy. However, due to
the convergence conditions in stage 2 (minimum sample
number is 5n), the proposed method needs more samples
than global sensitivity analysis-enhanced surrogate method
(GSAS) [35] and cross-validation-based sequential sampling
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FIGURE 8. Metamodeling stages of CAL-ARBF (example 2, λ∗ = 0.7).

TABLE 5. Distribution characteristics of random variables.

TABLE 6. Results of failure probabilities with different adjustment
coefficients (example 3).

method (CV-SSM) [39]. Moreover, compared with
distance-based learning function (DBLF) [40], variance-based
learning function method (CBLF) [40] and mixed

TABLE 7. Result comparisons of failure probabilities
(Example 3, λ∗ = 0.8).

learning function method (MLF) [40], the CAL-ARBF meta-
model holds the computational advantages in both effi-
ciency and accuracy. To sum up, the comparisons results
demonstrate that the CAL-ARBF metamodel can address
the moderate dimensional problems with high accuracy and
efficiency.
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FIGURE 9. Failure probability evaluation (example 2, λ∗ = 0.7).

FIGURE 10. A nonlinear oscillator.

D. EXAMPLE 4: A TRUSS STRUCTURE
To verify the ability of CAL-ARBF metamodel in deal-
ing with high-dimensional problems, a practical engineering
structure with 18 input variables as shown in Fig. 12 is used,
whose performance function is implicit. 15 cross-sectional
areas and 3 external loads are considered as input random
variables, whose distribution characteristics are illustrated
in Table 8. Moreover, the elastic modulus is regarded as a
deterministic parameter, whose value is set as 200 GPa. The
random response at risk point is D(x) and the allowance
displacement is 7.5 cm. Then the performance function g(x)
of the truss structure is expressed as:

g(x) = 7.5− D(x) (20)

The failure probability evaluation of the truss structure is
executed with CAL-ARBFmetamodel under different adjust-
ment coefficients (λ∗ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) and 4 extra samples
are used to obtain the NCP. The results are listed in Table 9.
It shows that the CAL-ARBF metamodel can obtain highly
accurate results with all of adjustment coefficients.Moreover,
since the failure probabilities listed in table 9 are accurate
enough for practical engineering, the most efficient method
(λ∗ = 0.8) is utilized to analysis the proposed method in
detail, and the failure probability is obtained as 1.375×10−3

after 192 performance function executions. The convergence
stages of failure probability are drawn in Fig. 13, which

FIGURE 11. Convergence stages of failure probability (example 3,
λ∗ = 0.8).

FIGURE 12. A 15-member truss structure.

shows that the CAL-ARBF can achieve accurate results
iteratively.

To validate the advantages of the proposed CAL-ARBF
metamodel, we compare the analysis results of CAL-ARBF
metamodel with that of adaptive importance sampling
method (AIS) [59], shifted importance sampling method
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FIGURE 13. Convergence stages of failure probability (example 4,
λ∗ = 0.8).

TABLE 8. Distribution characteristics of random variables.

TABLE 9. Results of failure probabilities with different adjustment
coefficients (example 4).

TABLE 10. Result comparisons of failure probabilities (example 4,
λ∗ = 0.8).

(SIS) [59] and the combination of importance sampling
and RSM (CIS-RSM) [59]. The comparison results are
summarized in Table 10. Obviously, the CAL-ARBF holds
the highest computational accuracy than AIS, SIS and
CIS-RSM, and nearly be consistent with direct MCS. For
computational efficiency, the CAL-ARBF, AIS, SIS and
CIS-RSM possess higher simulation efficiency than direct
MCS, yet the required samples of CAL-ARBF is far

less than AIS, SIS and CIS-RSM. Therefore, it is vali-
dated that the developed CAL-ARBF approach can accu-
rately and efficiently address the implicit reliability analysis
problem.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new reliability analysis approach (CAL-
ARBF) based on collaborative active learning strategy (CAL)
and augmented radial basis function metamodel (ARBF) is
presented. Through describing the region constraint, surface
constraint and distance constraint mathematically and collab-
orating them in a collaborative active learning framework,
the CAL function is formulated to generate new samples
with excellent space distribution. Combined with ARBF
metamodel, the CAL-ARBF metamodel is completed itera-
tively. Through method comparisons in four typical exam-
ples, the efficiency and accuracy advantages of CAL-ARBF
metamodel approach are validated. Some conclusions are
derived as follows:

(1) The generated samples distribution reveals that the pre-
sented CAL strategy can constrain new samples be generated
in sensitivity region, near limit state surface and keep certain
distances mutually.

(2) From convergence stages comparisons, we discover
that the local refinement stage in CAL strategy can effectively
improve approximation accuracy, especially for local nonlin-
ear problems.

(3) From method comparisons in four examples, we find
that the proposed CAL-ARBF metamodel hold higher effi-
ciency and accuracy for reliability analysis compared with
several state-of-the-art approaches.

The proposed method CAL-ARBF provides an accurate
and efficient approach to perform reliability analysis for the
practical engineering structures. Though the MPP is inac-
curate during the iterative process, the CAL-ARBF can still
perform reliability analysis accurately and efficiently. In the
future, considering the MPP is evaluated during iterative
process, the CAL-ARBF can be combined with the impor-
tance sampling to deal with the problems with low fail-
ure probabilities, and it can also cooperate with multiple
MPPs evaluating technique to deal with the problems with
multiple MPPs.
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